
 

What’s New in CCC Pathways
® 

Appraisal Solution version 4.5  

Additional Recycled Part Types  
The recycled parts auto-list feature now offers Recycled Parts Services (RPS) users additional part types 
that can be selected from new and existing groups.  
 
 
Bumper Refinishing  
After upgrading to CCC Pathways 4.5, users will be provided with the option of being prompted with the 
following question when replacing or refinishing bumpers:  
 
"Is the Bumper to be refinished in a separate procedure from the other panels?"  
 
Customers who want this Pathways release to operate the same way as release 4.4 will need to do nothing 
after upgrading to release 4.5. The current logic will continue to apply – you will not be prompted, the refinish 
overlap between bumpers and other parts of the vehicle will not be applied, and clearcoat refinish labor that 
is applied to the bumper will not be included in the calculation of the predefined maximum clearcoat labor 
allowance.  
 
Users who wish to have the prompt turned on should select the desired Refinishing Prompt Option and 
Default in the Software Setup Rules tab in CCC Pathways® release 4.5. Depending on the answer to the 
prompt, CCC Pathways 4.5 applies a different clear coat logic and/or overlap to bumpers related to other 
parts of the vehicle.  
 
Appraisers / estimators who need to address various situations and/or whose estimates may be provided to 
a variety of repairers should be aware of and consider the refinish procedures that will be used in each case.  
 
 
On-Demand RPS Reminder  
Every time RPS users enter the estimate tab, the program will check to see if recycled parts data exists and 
if it is more than 3 days old. If the data is not available or it is older than 3 days, users will be prompted with a 
reminder to refresh their RPS data.  
 

Print Selected Pages  
You can select the exact pages that you want to print in a report. You can determine which pages by 
previewing the report.  
 

Enhanced Online Help  
CCC Pathways online help is faster and easier, with a new design, more topics and improved search 
capability, to show you what you need to know when you need to know it. 


